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As a brand marketer, you play an important role in building brand strength. But how can
you tell if your brand is stronger than another’s? Here’s where monitoring your brand
performance can prove useful.
This issue takes you through the insights provided by brand performance measurement
studies, the latest trends in performance measurement, and explores what’s next for
industries post the pandemic.
B2B | Netscribes

Measuring brand performance to improve market positioning
The in-depth data and competitive analysis provided by a brand performance measurement
study reveals key brand opportunities to optimize your brand strategy. Find out what
insights you can obtain through this exercise.
Read more

Latest trends:
B2B | MediaPost

Brands are now employing 'Incrementality Experiments’: find out why
With conventional attribution models like user-level path-building measurement no longer
effective, brands are turning to incrementality experiments and geo-testing by third-party
partners to track their ad performance across media channels.
B2C | eMarketer

US consumer spending to see a major boom this holiday season
Across channels, forecasts indicate consumer spending strengths to be at its strongest yet.
This year, rising wages and low unemployment among other factors is set to push
ecommerce sales past USD 10 billion on Cyber Monday and Black Friday.

B2B | PR Newswire

Supply chain concerns prompt consumers to prepone their holiday spends
Christmas has come early for brands and retailers this year! Consumers have kickstarted
holiday shopping to avoid delivery hassles, out-of-stock goods and high prices.

B2B | Netscribes
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Not to be missed:
B2B & B2C | Netscribes

Leveraging consumer intelligence to navigate holiday sales
41% of holiday shoppers intend to continue shopping online this holiday season. Leveraging
consumer intelligence to create a contingency plan can boost customer relationships and
enable retailers to navigate early holiday shopping sales.
Read more.
B2C | Netscribes

Eating smart: How AI is transforming the
food and beverage industry
The fast-paced and consumer-driven F&B industry
has no room for error. Explore how AI is broadening
scope for innovation and product improvement.
Read more.
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